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Vakhtang Gomelauri Minster of Internal Affairs, Georgia
 

It is very hard for us, for everyone, especially for the families, their friends, the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs.  You know that six people were our employees, and two were
emergency medical service doctors.  Unfortunately, 8 people died.  One person who
was paragliding was injured and the foreign tourist who was with him also died.  The
injured Georgian was taken out from the ravine and he is being taken to the clinic by
emergency workers.

 

2131 PG tandem fatality M. Thiman, joyriding client from Pakistan
2132 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Zaza Loria, pilot
2133 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Dimitri Kaadze, co-pilot
2134 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Levan Chokheli, crewman
2135 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Andro Kujoshvili, crewman
2136 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Giorgi Margiani, crewman
2137 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Kakha Torchinava, crewman
2138 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Ketevan Gulaghashvili, doctor
2139 PG fatality / Death of rescuer Giorgi Venetski, doctor
• PG tandem serious injury  Nugzar Razmadze, 32, commercial joyrider

July 29, 2022  Gudauri Ski Resort, northern GEORGIA
 

It was the deadliest paragliding-related accident in the history of paragliding.  A local
joyrider with a passenger from out of the country fell against the talus slope of a steep
cliff  shortly after taking off from the Gudauri Ski Resort.   Although the previous
Georgian regime had purchased some French Super Pumas, ostensibly for mountain
rescue,  they had been outfitted with plush interiors instead of rescue and medical
equipment, and then used for the personal convenience of the ruling elite.  So an im-
mense and ancient twin engine, 24-passenger  Mil Mi-8T transport helicopter of the
Border Police, produced in the Soviet era and generally acknowledged as unsuitable
for mountain rescue, was dispatched by the Georgian Ministry of Internal Affairs.
One of about 20 Mi-8s operated by Georgia, it was manned by pilot Zaza Loria, an
esteemed airman with 30 years of experience, his copilot, two crew members and two
medics from the Ministry of Health.  As they hoisted the two hapless paragliderists
aboard, the tail apparently struck the cliff face or a tree, and snapped off one of the
three vertical rotor blades.  Onlookers started screaming, capturing the moment on
cell phones, as the helicopter suddenly began to spin.  After one or more full rota-
tions, the out-of-balance rotor caused its hub to fail and both hub and rotor flew off.
The huge helicopter went wildly out of control, spinning faster and twisting onto its
side.  It plummeted hundreds of feet to a deadly impact in the rugged ravine below,
erupting in a massive, flaming explosion that was immediately obscured by a tower-
ing column of billowing black smoke.  All aboard were killed except, miraculously,
the joyrider himself, Nugzar Razmadze, who was evacuated to the  First University
Clinic for emergency surgery for a concussion and damaged limbs.  Razmadze is now
the target of an investigation to determine if air transport traffic rules under Article
275 of the Criminal Code of Georgia were violated by his tandem joyriding flight.

The tragedy was such a devastating blow to Georgia that neighboring Turkey

2022, <https://www.grandangoloagrigento.it/cronaca/si-lancia-con-il-parapendio-morto-55enne>
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immediately responded with official con-
dolences.   Interior  Minister  Vakhtang
Gomelauri raced to the scene of the crash.

"Paragliding is truly a big problem,”
he told reporters as he stood on the road to
the ski resort, gazing down at the smolder-
ing  wreckage  below.   “Hardly  a  week
passes without a rescue operation, without
deploying  a  helicopter.   I  do  not  know
why  paragliding  incidents  happen  often
here.  There is wind, there are gorges, or there are no professionals.  How the licenses
are issued...  Everything will be explored and we will, by all means, figure it out."

Minister Gomelauri proposed that the regulations on paragliding flights should
be tightened or banned altogether, and meanwhile, flights will be suspended for a cer-
tain  period of  time.   Prime Minister  Irakli  Garibashvili  stated that  this  is  a  great
tragedy, and the whole country is devastated by it.  He declared July 30 a day of
mourning in Georgia.  He added that the government would support the families as
much as possible and the Ministry of Internal Affairs would distribute 100,000 GEL
(US$35,087) to every family, and the Ministry of Health would also give 100,000
GEL to the families of the medics.

Three years before, following the drowning death of Filipino joyriding client
Bryan Vale de Guzman in a river landing below Gudauri on May 31, 2019, a
commercial  tandem operator with  Sky Atlantida at Gudauri Ski Resort gave a pre-
scient warning in a since-deleted Facebook post about the unregulated and dangerous
nature of tandem flying in Georgia.

 

Небеса Атлантиды commercial tandem operator for Sky Atlantida
 

In Gudauri, there are more and more paragliding accidents.  We repeatedly warned
that this was very bad.  Residents from local villages acquire paragliders and try to
fly with tourists for money.  Already in half a year, various paragliding incidents have
happened.  We repeatedly warned about this, and even turned to the police to recon-
cile it without success.  But the police are not able to stop the locals from flying on a
paraglider with tourists, since in Georgia there is no law prohibiting a commercial
flight on a paraglider.
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The damaged tail rotor breaks free 
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